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Foreword

Mobile devices have already surpassed computers as the primary channel 
for internet access across the globe. This trend is set to continue as the 
overwhelming majority of the next billion internet users across the globe will 
primarily access the Internet over mobile. It will also create unprecedented 
opportunities for app developers across markets and domains.

The Arab region is no exception, with a booming market for mobile apps, 
and success stories like Tribal Rivals and Anghami generating hundreds 
of thousands of downloads and dollars. At the same time, significant 
opportunities for regional mobile apps remained untapped - from education to 
travel to content for children. However, app developers have very limited data 
to help them navigate these opportunities and identify the gaps to tackle.

To this end, ArabNet is proud to present the most comprehensive research 
report to date on app consumption trends in the MENA region. In collaboration 
with On Device Research, ArabNet conducted a survey of 2,500 individuals 
across 5 countries and analyzed the results by market, age, gender, and 
income level to elicit actionable insights for those working in this space.

More broadly, ArabNet is thrilled to present this report as the first product 
of its Business Intelligence division, which will leverage ArabNet’s reach 
and insights to provide the industry much needed transparency and data on 
which to build. A number of reports are already in the pipeline, including a 
comprehensive report on technology investments in MENA to be released by 
the end of the year. 

We hope that this report will help you build a better business.  We also look 
forward to hearing your feedback, as we strive to improve our reports and 
make them more beneficial to you.
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InTroduCTIon
baCkground InFo: growTh 
and MobIle eConoMy sTaTs In Mena

FIgure 1: MobIle broadband
Active 3G & 4G Connections, Compared to the total population (Jan 2015)

The global mobile app economy is booming. Mobile internet speeds are rapidly increasing, with 38% of global mobile 
connections now classified as ‘broadband’ (3G or 4G) according to the ‘Digital, Social & Mobile Worldwide in 2015’ 
report by We Are Social. In the MENA, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates lead the way with mobile broadband 
penetration of over 100%, while Egypt remains close to the global average at 36%. This increase in broadband penetration 
has naturally led to a rising volume of mobile web and app interactions.

FIgure 2: aPP vs. web by regIon
In parallel, the 'State of Mobile Advertising - 2015 Q2'  report by Opera Mediaworks found that mobile apps are increasingly 
responsible for the majority share of global traffic and revenue generation. According to the 'Insights App Engagement' 
report (Q1 2015) by App Annie, revenue from app stores and in -app advertising grew by 70% in 2014, compared to the 
previous year.
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FIgure 3: global MobIle aPP TraFFIC and revenue generaTIon 
The Middle East and Africa are steadily increasing their share of the global mobile app market according to Opera 
Mediaworks. Together, they account for 10% of the global mobile app traffic and revenue generation in Q2 2015, up from 
just 6% in 2014. Moreover, as of Q2 2015, Egypt has joined the top 25 countries in terms of the highest traffic and revenue 
generation.

abouT The sTudy: sCoPe and MeThodology 

With this rapid growth in the MENA app economy, ArabNet, in collaboration with On Device Research, embarked on a 
study to understand the behaviors, trends, and opportunities that are critical to doing business in this space.

ArabNet is presenting this report for app publishers, developers, investors, and agencies looking to make the most of the 
opportunities available in the app economy in the MENA region. This report will help them understand the trends, habits, 
spending budget, profiles, and preferences of users in order to make informed decisions on development and expansion 
strategies.

The report findings are based on a study conducted in May 2015 on the mobile app economy in the MENA region, 
specifically in Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates. Representative samples of 500 
smartphone owners from each country completed a survey administered by On Device Research. The report will present 
the survey findings along three main themes: 1) App download, usage, and discovery patterns; 2) Top app categories and 
Arabic apps; and 3) App spending and payment behavior. 

The findings will be further analyzed based on age, gender, and household income – on both a country and regional level. 
Where they exist, outliers will be highlighted and explained, if possible. 

It is important to note a few points on statistical significance here. First, the city of the respondents did not prove to be a 
differentiating factor, and therefore will be left out of the analysis. Second, the salary ranges in the survey for the United 
Arab Emirates are lower than they should be and do not reflect the higher earnings of UAE workers relative to other 
countries. As a result, insights related to incomes in the UAE may be be skewed. Finally, and based on the survey sample, 
the results have a 2-3% margin of error.
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download, use & dIsCovery
downloads

FIgure 4: how Many aPPs have you downloaded In aPrIl 2015?
According to the survey results, 42% of the sample population has downloaded more than 5 mobile apps in the past 
month. This indicates the presence of a large population of ‘frequent downloaders’ who actively look out for new apps to 
download and engage with.

FIgure 5: how Many aPPs have you downloaded In aPrIl 2015 (by CounTry)?
On a country level, the United Arab Emirates (dominated by Arab expats and westerners) recorded the most downloaded 
apps followed by Egypt, Lebanon, Jordan, and Saudi Arabia. No significant difference is seen between the download activity 
among males and females - 53% of males and 50% of females have downloaded 5 or more apps in the past month.

FIgure 6: how Many aPPs have you downloaded In aPrIl 2015 
(by InCoMe level)?
On the other hand, looking at downloads by income level does show a clear trend, with lower income categories 
downloading more apps than the higher income categories. In fact, the lower two income brackets in the survey 
downloaded more apps than the top three income brackets combined.
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use

FIgure 7: how oFTen do you use all The aPPs ThaT you CurrenTly have on 
your devICe?
When asked about how frequently they use the apps they have downloaded, a quarter of respondents said they use all the 
apps on their smartphone on a daily basis. While this result may seem counter-intuitive, it appears consistently across 
countries in the survey as seen in Figure 8. Another quarter of respondents uses a few favorites every day and the rest 
once a week. Moreover, both genders and all age groups show the same results.

FIgure 8: how oFTen do you use all The aPPs ThaT you CurrenTly have on 
your devICe (by CounTry)?
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dIsCovery

FIgure 9: how do you FInd new aPPs?
The highest percentage of respondents said they find new apps either by randomly browsing or by checking the featured/
bestseller lists of the app store - unfortunately, app developers have limited control over these. On the other hand, 
recommendations by friends was the 2nd highest influencer of app download, and developers could focus on this factor to 
increase the discovery of their app.

FIgure 10: how do you FInd new aPPs (by CounTry)?
In Saudi Arabia, friends' recommendations are the top source of app discovery. On the other hand, app finding websites 
and apps (like App Shopper and Appstream), which are an important channel for app discovery in Western markets, have 
little impact on downloads in the MENA.
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CaTegorIes oF InTeresT
MosT PoPular aPP CaTegorIes In The Mena

FIgure 11: whaT TyPe oF MobIle aPPs do you download The MosT?

The three most downloaded mobile app categories in the region are games, social media, and music. These results are 
mostly consistent with global trends: based on statistics from App Annie’s Q2 2015 ‘Top Categories by Downloads,’ games 
continues to be the top category driving most downloads from all app stores, with social networking and entertainment 
also in the top 5. In addition, according to the report, eSports is the fastest growing category, and ArabNet’s survey found 
this to be the 4th most popular category in MENA. 

However, these top categories are dominated by big global players – from Snapchat to King. Smaller players should look 
for opportunities in other categories that are less crowded, including photography & video, education, lifestyle, and health 
& fitness. These opportunities differ from market to market: in Lebanon, educational apps are in high demand; in the UAE, 
users are downloading shopping apps; and in Saudi Arabia, travel apps are very popular. 

FIgure 12: CoMParIson beTween MosT downloaded aPP CaTegorIes globally, 
regIonally, and by CounTry Q2 2015
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FIgure 13: whaT TyPe oF MobIle aPPs do you download The MosT (by CounTry)?

FIgure 14: eXaMPles oF ToP aPP CaTegorIes by CounTry
Figure 14 highlights some of the top apps in these countries and their categories to showcase the potential opportunity in 
this space.
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FIgure 15: dIFFerenCe beTween aPP CaTegory PreFerenCes based on gender
When comparing male and female preferences across categories, some intuitive insights are confirmed. As shown in 
Figure 15, the Sports category is mostly dominated by males with a 12% difference between genders, while females show 
a slightly higher interest in music, health & fitness, lifestyle, and shopping apps.

FIgure 16: dIFFerenCe beTween aPP CaTegory PreFerenCes based on 
age grouPs
Differences also appear when accounting for age, with respondents over 40 years old downloading more finance and 
utilities apps.

arabIC aPPs

FIgure 17: do you download arabIC 
aPPs?
One of the most frequently cited issues in the MENA is the 
lack of Arabic content and applications. To better understand 
this opportunity, respondents were asked a series of questions 
regarding their attitudes and behaviors around Arabic apps 
specifically. 62% of respondents said that they download Arabic 
mobile apps.
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FIgure 18: do you download arabIC aPPs (by CounTry)?
The largest appetite for Arabic apps was in Saudi Arabia, with 81% of respondents downloading Arabic apps; the smallest 
was in the United Arab Emirates (39%), which may be attributed to the higher percentage of westerners living there. Age 
and gender do not appear to be differentiating factors.

FIgure 19: why don’T you download More arabIC aPPs?
Asked why they didn't download more Arabic mobile app, respondents did not seem to face much difficulty in finding 
Arabic apps or in knowing that they exist in the first place. The main issue for them was the low quality of Arabic apps 
that did not meet the wants/needs of the consumer, especially when compared to international apps. Developers and 
publishers should invest their efforts in creating interesting Arabic apps of competitive quality if they want to grab a share 
of the app market.
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sPendIng & PayMenT
aPP sPend

FIgure 20: Free vs. PaId aPP downloads Per CounTry
An important measurement of the app economy in the MENA is how much customers pay for apps and do in-app 
purchases, as these are two of the top monetization channels for app developers. When looking at spending habits, 
Saudi Arabia was the only country where the majority of respondents (51%) answered that they paid for apps, followed by 
Lebanon and the UAE (41%), with Jordan (34%) and Egypt (32%) lagging behind. 

FIgure 21: aPP sPend In Mena
Across all surveyed countries, the most frequently paid amount to purchase a mobile app is between $1 and $2.99.
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FIgure 22: how MuCh do you sPend on every aPP you buy (by InCoMe level)? 
Breaking down respondents' spending behavior by income, the survey data confirmed the intuitive insight that users in 
higher income brackets pay more to purchase apps. Another interesting insight that emerged is that 20% of the highest 
earners were paying more than $7 to purchase apps. This indicates an opportunity for app developers and publishers to 
create high-value, high-priced apps that cater to this category of consumers.

FIgure 23: how MuCh do hIghesT earners sPend on every aPP They buy? 
This result is consistent across all the markets surveyed (29% in Lebanon, 24% in Egypt and Jordan, 21% in Saudi Arabia) 
except the UAE. The reasonable explanation for this outlier – as explained in the Scope and Methodology section of this 
report – is the fact that the household income categories selected in the survey for the UAE are not reflective of the actual 
earning power and salary ranges in the state. The UAE should follow the same trend if a more representative sample were 
taken for that group.
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In-aPP sPend

FIgure 24: none vs. In-aPP PurChases by CounTry
The behavior around in-app purchases closely follows the trends outlined for app purchase behavior in the previous 
section. Saudi Arabia still ranks number one in terms of percentage of respondents who pay for an in-app purchase, 
followed by the UAE and Lebanon, with Egypt and Jordan lagging behind.

FIgure 25: aPP vs. In-aPP PurChases Per CounTry
This trend is clear when app purchases and in-app purchases are put side by side – and across the region there seems to 
be a slight preference for in-app purchases over app purchases.

FIgure 26: how MuCh do you sPend, on average, on In-aPP PurChases?
The most common amounts paid for in-app purchases across the MENA are $1-$4.99.
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PayMenT

FIgure 27: how do you PreFer To Pay For an aPP?
In terms of payment preferences, while a large proportion of survey respondents would rather not pay anything at all, 
when they do pay they prefer to do so one time, up-front, with no further in-app purchase invitations or advertising.

FIgure 28: why don'T you PurChase aPPs/In-aPPs More oFTen on your 
MobIle Phone? 
The leading reason for not spending more on app and in-app purchases is that users are not finding interesting apps to 
buy or the apps they are looking for – this is consistent with the results of why users don’t download Arabic apps (see 
Fig 19). Other top reasons include: having to share too much personal information, and not trusting the payment security. 
Among respondents, Saudi Arabians were the most influenced by negative feedback in the media, while Jordanians said it 
wasn't easy enough to purchase an app.
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FIgure 29: why do you or would you Make one-oFF PayMenTs wIThIn an aPP?
When asked what would push them to make one-off in-app purchases, most respondents said they would pay to avoid 
advertising and to access additional content - except for Egyptian respondents, who said they frequently pay to get 
shortcuts (usually in games) in order to reach the end of a level and/or to buy more lives.

FIgure 30: whaT would buIld your TrusT In MobIle aPPs and PayMenTs?
Finally, all respondents agreed around the three main factors that would build their trust in mobile apps and payments: 
1) positive reviews or feedback ratings, 2) having an app which protects security and privacy, and 3) app stores and device 
manufacturers who do more to protect their personal and financial information. Furthermore, engaging with brands they 
know was an important influencer for respondents in Egypt and Saudi Arabia. On the other hand, the lowest impact was 
linked to app referrals by a school, an employer, or a merchant they have previously dealt with.
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ConClusIons
The MENA region is a fertile ground for mobile app investors, developers, publishers, and agencies alike. However, it is 
mandatory for them to equip themselves with in-depth knowledge of the app landscape, requirements, and trends before 
planting the first seeds and taking on new territories. 

This report has presented new insights and confirmed previously highlighted trends into the MENA mobile app economy. 

Its key findings are:

dIsCovery, download & use  
•	 There appears to be a considerable demand for mobile apps in the MENA. 42% of the sample respondents are 

‘frequent downloaders’ who download more than 5 apps per month. 
•	 The UAE (dominated by Arab expats and westerners) has the most downloaded apps, followed by Egypt, Lebanon, 

Jordan, and Saudi Arabia.
•	 Lower income categories download more apps in general than higher income ones.  
•	 They are also loyal, repetitive users. A quarter of respondents said they use all the apps on their smartphone on a daily 

basis, and another quarter said they use their favorites every day and the rest once a week.
•	 Developers should focus on generating positive word-of-mouth, a buzz, and good reviews for their apps. If the app has 

its place on users’ favorites list, it will be used on a daily basis. Moreover, if the app hits the bestseller or featured list 
on the App store, it is more likely to be discovered by users. Friends’ recommendations also play an important role in 
influencing what users choose to download.

CaTegorIes oF InTeresT
•	 Developers should look beyond the top 3 app categories (games, social media and music) which are dominated by the 

highly competitive global players. Sports, photography & video, and education apps are hot among the younger age 
groups, while utilities and finance apps are trending among the older generations.

•	 62% of respondents said they download Arabic mobile apps, with the highest concentration of downloads being 
in Saudi Arabia. The least amount of Arabic app downloads was in the United Arab Emirates (39%), which may be 
attributed to the higher percentage of westerners living there.

•	 Market opportunities exist for developers to create new, improved and relevant Arabic apps in the underserved 
categories that users are looking for - in particular eSports, photograph & video, education, health & fitness, and 
lifestyle category apps.

•	 Males and females have the same trends across the study. However, some differences are observed when it comes to 
their most popular app categories. The sports category is mostly dominated by males. Females show a slightly higher 
interest in music, health & fitness, and shopping apps.

sPendIng & PayMenT
•	 MENA users spend more on apps as their household income increases. Saudi Arabian users pay most for both app and 

in-apps, followed by users from the UAE and Lebanon, with Egypt, and Jordan lagging behind. 
•	 Across all surveyed countries, the most frequently paid amount to purchase a mobile app is between $1 to $2.99 and 

$1-$4.99 for in-app purchases.
•	 A real opportunity exists for app developers and publishers to create higher-value, higher-priced apps that cater to 

high-income earners as the study shows that they are willing to pay more than $7 to purchase an app.
•	 The leading reason for not spending more on apps and in-app purchases is users not finding interesting apps to buy or 

the apps they are looking for.
•	 While a large proportion of survey respondents would rather not pay anything at all, when they do pay they prefer to do 

so one time, up-front, with no further in-app purchase invitations or advertising. 
•	 The most cited reasons behind paying for in-app purchases are: getting additional content and avoiding ads.
•	 App stores and device manufacturers should do more to protect users’ personal and financial information.
•	 Publishers should leverage their apps’ positive reviews and feedback ratings in order to build users’ trust in mobile 

apps and payments. 
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aPPendIX
survey QuesTIons 

The report insights are based on the below questionnaire offered to the sample selected by OnDevice Research, within 
the respective markets of Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and the UAE. In addition to the below answers, the data 
include income and gender information. The sample criteria used are mentioned in the methodology section of the report. 

1.	 have you downloaded an app in the last 6 months? 
Yes                No 

2.	 how many apps have you downloaded in the past month
1 2 3 4 5 more than five  

3.	 how often do you use all the apps that you currently have on your device? which one  
 of the following do you agree with most strongly?

I never use any of them
I use them all every day
I never use any of them except for one or two which I seldom use.
I use all of them every day except for one or two which I never use.
I use a few favorites every day, the rest I use once a week.
I use a few favorites every day, the rest I use once a month.
I use a few favorites every day, the rest I use once or twice and then never again.

4.	 how do you find new apps? select all answers that apply.
Advertising/marketing
App store - Featured section
App store - Bestseller lists
App store - random browsing.
Recommendations - friends
Recommendations - media/blogs
Appfinder website (identifies the best new apps and sometimes offers discounts) 
Appfinder app

5.	 what type of mobile apps do you download the most? select all answers that apply.
Business apps
Lifestyle apps
Game apps
Music apps
Social media apps
Education apps
Productivity apps
Health & Fitness
Finance apps
News and magazines
Photography and video
Shopping
Sports apps
Travel apps
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Weather apps
Utilities
Transportation
None of the above

6.	 do you download arabic mobile apps?
Yes
If yes, what type of Arabic mobile apps do you download?
Business apps
Lifestyle apps
No

7.	 why don’t you download more arabic mobile apps? select all answers that apply.
I didn’t know there are Arabic mobile apps
I had previous bad experience with Arabic mobile apps
I don’t find them of good quality
I don’t find what I want in Arabic mobile apps 
I don’t know how to find Arabic mobile apps 
I don’t trust Arabic mobile apps
I prefer international apps

8.	 how much do you spend, on average, on every app you buy, excluding in-app   
 purchases? select all answers that apply.

I only download free apps
Under $1
$1-$2.99
$3-$5
$5-$7
more than $7

9.	 how much do you spend, on average, on in-app purchases?
I never do in-app purchases
Under $1
$1-$4.99
$5-$9.99
$10-$15
more than $15

10.	 how do you prefer to pay for apps?
A one-off payment before I download it. It must then be ad-free and I don’t want to be asked to make in-app 
purchases.
A one-off payment before I download it. I’m relaxed about whether it then contains advertising and invites me 
to make in-app purchases.
I want it free at the point-of-sale. I understand this means there may be adverts or I may be invited to make 
in-app purchases
I want it free at the point-of-sale. I do not want to see adverts or be invited to make in-app purchases. 

11.	 why don’t you purchase/download apps more often on your mobile phone? select all  
 answers that apply.

I don’t trust the payment security
I have to share too much personal information
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I had a previous bad experience
I heard negative feedback in the media
It is not easy enough
I can’t find what I want to buy/download
I can’t find interesting apps to download/buy
I have poor browsing experience
I have no need to buy/download apps
I didn’t know I could purchase/download items

12.	 why do you or would you make one-off payments within an app?
Additional content
Buy something which has been previewed on screen
To avoid advertising
Shortcuts (e.g. reaching the end of a level, buying more lives)
Other - please specify

13.	 what would build your trust in mobile apps and payments? select all answers   
 that apply.

Engaging with brands I know
I’ve brought from the merchant before
App stores and device manufacturers do more to protect my personal/financial information
Positive reviews or feedback ratings
An app on my phone which protects security and privacy
Full disclosure from the provider about what they intend to do with my personal information
I am directed to them by a friend or relative
I am directed to them by a school or employer
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arabneT baCkground 

ConneCTIng
ArabNet is the hub for digital professionals & entrepreneurs in the MENA, creating online & offline platforms for them to 
connect & learn. At the forefront are ArabNet’s conferences in the Levant, KSA and the GCC with Beirut, Riyadh and Dubai 
events attracting global, regional and local leaders and entrepreneurs to a collaborative and innovative environment.

InForMIng
Getting key insights and staying informed is crucial in today’s rapid business world; Ergo, ArabNet publishes The Quarterly 
magazine highlighting the latest trends & news, exclusive interviews & reviews of up-and-coming digital startups, 
products & services in addition to its online news portal news.arabnet.me

leadIng
ArabNet also offers unique intel on the start-up, investment and digital ecosphere through exclusive reports reflecting on 
the latest market numbers and facts. This has been achievable thanks to an extensive relationship with key players in the 
MENA region one of the most comprehensive data registry for digital startups in the MENA to date.
http://arabnet.me 

on devICe researCh baCkground 

On Device Research is a global mobile sample and research provider co-founded by Alistair Hill and Tim Cleminson in 
2009.

A failed traditional research project in China was the Eureka! moment that showed them the potential of mobile – its 
ability to reach anyone, anywhere. 
http://ondeviceresearch.com 
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